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50%
less patient documentation time
more medicine 

25%
less medical staff for the same overload as a 
consequence

efficiency



MediNav’s AI assistant

speak transcribe

extract learn

speech-to-textaudio processing

natural language processing artificial intelligence



Web & mobile app
Doctors can use their personal smartphones securely instead of a dedicated recording device

Record with the smartphone Verify on the webapp in real-time or later



Smart templates
Extract any kind of data based on templates while talking. Useful for ultrasounds and all kinds 
of structured reporting



Smart templates - next steps
Structured reporting with automated extraction and pre-labeling 



Cardiology - pre-filling the 
full patient examination form 
including measurements 

Ambulance - fast 
documentation of patients 
inside the ambulance 

Use cases beyond radiology results

Radiology - automated 
structured reporting without 
all the clicks 



integration

Easy integration with any medical 
software via API

MediNav will be opened from the clinic’s 
software in a new tab, directly on the ID of 
the pacient. When the form is finalized, 
MediNav will send it in the database of 
the clinic’s software.



Google or other alte APIs vs MediNav
No transcribing API (Google, Microsoft, Vatis Tech) is trained on 
medical language. 

MediNav is the only software that understands and transcribes 
medical acronyms and expressions.

No transcribing API learns in real time and from each user. MediNav starts off with an accuracy higher than 90% 
(including specific expressions) and quickly achieves 95%-97%.

API-urile de transcriere cunoscute adaugă versiuni noi la 
fiecare câteva luni și doar pentru partea de speech-to-text.

MediNav learns every day, using natural language processing 
so it becomes better in real time.

No transcribing API can extract structured text from raw 
audio/text..

When a template is designed in MediNav, it can extract 
structured information from raw text.

Hourly pricing - hard to quantify for clinics. Pricing per form - easy to estimate cost based on the number 
of patients.

No transcribing API has a dedicated medical team for training 
its artificial intelligence..

MediNav is the only software that has a dedicated internal 
team that manually curates what the model learns.

No transcribing API offers the possibility of templates 
structured or not..

MediNav is a complete software, not just an API, including a 
management panel for reports and for templates.



Benefits for the clinic

time
Less time spent
on patient reporting;
Reduced doctor burnout

profit
Less auxiliary staff;
More patients with 
the same staff

data
Richer data - 
potential for AI



By saving 40% of doctor’s time, MediNav 
unlocks future profit for clinics

Doctor time saved 
by using MediNav

Recording time

Verification of 
transcript



Why us?

AI
Our assistant 
learns actively

Medical team

Security
Highest cloud security standards 
including federated learning for AI

GDPR
GDPR Compliant - no 
identifiable data leaves 
the servers

We manually curate learnings with medical 
students



5500+ 
patient consultations in 
MediNav 

+95%
accuracy
on MRI, CT, ultrasound

2 EHR 
Integrations wip

7 hospitals and clinics 
both private and 
public
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